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ROTATING MOVING D-BRANES WITH BACKGROUND FIELDSIN SUPERSTRING THEORYF. Safarzadeh-Maleki *, D. Kamani **Department of Physis, Amirkabir University of Tehnology (Tehran Polytehni)15875-4413, Tehran, IranReeived February 14, 2014Using the boundary state formalism, we study rotating and moving Dp-branes in the presene of the Kalb�Ra-mond �eld, U(1) gauge potential and tahyon bakground �elds. The rotation and motion are in the branevolumes. The interation amplitude of two Dp-branes is studied, and espeially the ontribution of the super-string massless modes is segregated. Beause of the tahyon �elds, rotations and veloities of the branes, thebehavior of the interation amplitude reveals obvious di�erenes from what is onventional.DOI: 10.7868/S00444510141001251. INTRODUCTIOND-branes, as essential ingredients of superstring the-ory [1℄, have important appliations in di�erent aspetsof theoretial physis. These objets are lassial solu-tions of the low-energy string e�etive ation and henean be desribed in terms of losed strings. Besides,D-branes with nonzero bakground internal �elds haveshown several interesting properties [2�7℄. For exam-ple, these �elds a�et the emitted losed strings of thebranes and therefore modify the brane interations.On the other hand, we have the boundary state for-malism for desribing the D-branes [2; 8�14℄, whih isa useful tool in many ompliated situations. This isbeause the boundary state enodes all relevant prop-erties of the D-branes, and that is why the formalismhas been widely used reently in studying propertiesof D-branes in string theory. A boundary state andesribe reation of a losed string from the vauum,or equivalently it an be interpreted as a soure for alosed string, emitted by a D-brane. Among ahieve-ments in this formalism is its extension to superstringtheory and the analysis of the ontribution of onfor-mal and super-onformal ghosts. The overlap of twoboundary states orresponding to two D-branes, via alosed-string propagator, gives the amplitude of inter-ation of the branes. So far, this method has been*E-mail: f.safarzadeh�aut.a.ir**E-mail: kamani�aut.a.ir

suitably applied to various on�gurations in the pres-ene of di�erent bakground �elds, inluding station-ary branes, moving branes with onstant veloities, an-gled branes [15�19℄, various on�gurations in a om-pat spaetime [15℄, in the presene of the tahyon�eld [19; 20℄, a bound state of two D-branes [13℄, andso on.Previously, we studied a general on�guration of ro-tating and moving Dp-branes in bosoni string theoryin the presene of the following bakground �elds: theKalb�Ramond �eld, U(1) gauge potentials that live inthe D-branes worldvolumes, and tahyon �elds [20℄. Inthis paper, the same setup is onsidered in superstringtheory. The novelty of the results is onsiderable. Ourproedure is as follows. For this setup, we obtain theboundary state assoiated with the brane and thenompute the interation between two suh Dp-branesas a losed superstring tree-level diagram in the ovari-ant formalism. The generality of the setup strongly re-asts the feature of boundary states and interation ofthe branes. We observe that the interation amplitudeand its long-range part, whih ours between distantbranes, exhibit some appealing behaviors.We note that we onsider rotation of eah branein its volume and its motion along the brane dire-tions. Due to the various �elds inside the brane, thereare preferred diretions, whih indiates the breakingof the Lorentz symmetry, and hene suh rotation andmotion are meaningful.This paper is organized as follows. In Se. 2, theboundary state of a losed superstring, orrespond-7 ÆÝÒÔ, âûï. 4 (10) 769



F. Safarzadeh-Maleki, D. Kamani ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 146, âûï. 4 (10), 2014ing to a rotating moving Dp-brane with various bak-ground �elds is onstruted. In Se. 3, interation oftwo Dp-branes in the NS�NS and R�R setors of thesuperstring is alulated. In Se. 4, the long-range foreof the interation is extrated. Setion 5 is devoted tothe onlusions.2. BOUNDARY STATE ASSOCIATED WITH AROTATING MOVING D-BRANE WITHBACKGROUND FIELDSWe use the following sigma-model ation for alosed string to desribe a rotating and moving Dp-bra-ne in the presene of the Kalb�Ramond, photoni, andtahyoni �elds:S = � 14��0 Z� d2�(p�ggabG���aX��bX� ++ "abB���aX��bX�) ++ 12��0 Z�� d�(A���X� + !��J��� + T (X�)); (1)where � is the worldsheet of a losed string emitted(absorbed) by the brane, and �� is the boundary ofthe worldsheet. Besides, ��� and ��� are indies alongthe brane worldvolume and �i� is used for the diretionsperpendiular to it. In addition, the bakground �eldsG�� , B�� , A�, T and the antisymmetri variables !��and J��� are respetively the spaetime metri, a Kalb�Ramond (antisymmetri tensor) �eld, a gauge �eld, atahyon �eld, the angular veloity, and the angular mo-mentum density of the brane. We onsider the follo-wing forms for these variables:G�� = ��� = diag(�1; 1; : : : ; 1);B�� = onst; B�i = 0;A� = �12F��X�; F�� = onst;T (X) = 12U��X�X�; U�� = U�� = onst;U�i = Uij = 0;!��J��� = 2!��X���X�: (2)
The last equation indiates the rotation and motionof the brane. The omponents f!0��j�� = 1; 2; : : : ; pgdenote the veloity of the brane, while the elementsf!���� j��; �� = 1; 2; : : : ; pg represent its rotation.We note that in the presene of a Dp-brane, the10-dimensional U(1) gauge �eld A� is deomposed intoa longitudinal U(1) gauge �eld A�, whih lives in theworldvolume of the Dp-brane, and a transverse part Ai

assoiated with the 9� p salar �elds, from the world-volume point of view. These salars represent oordi-nates of the brane. We keep them �xed, that is, assumethat the branes do not exeute transverse motion. Forthe gauge �eld A�, we have hosen the speial gauge inthe third equation in (2).In the literature, the tahyon �eld is usually nonzerojust in one dimension and its e�ets are studied on aspae-�lling brane, while we here onsider a Dp-branewith an arbitrary value of p. Besides, the square formof the tahyon pro�le is used to produe a Gaussian in-tegral. Hene, the tahyon �eld has omponents alongall diretions of the brane worldvolume. The gaugeand tahyon �elds are in the spetrum of open stringsattahed to the Dp-brane.In fat, in the presene of an antisymmetri �eldand a loal gauge �eld, there are preferred alignmentsin the brane, and hene the rotation and motion of thebrane in its volume is sensible.2.1. Bosoni part of the boundary stateIn the losed-string operator formalism, the D-bra-nes of the type-IIA and type-IIB theories an be de-sribed by boundary states. These are losed-stringstates that insert a boundary on the losed-stringworldsheet and enfore appropriate boundary ondi-tions on it. We now extrat the orresponding bound-ary state in our setup. Requiring the vanishing ofthe variation of the ation with respet to the losedstring oordinates X�(�; �), we obtain the boundary-state equations[(��� + 4!��)��X� + F����X� ++ U��X�℄�=0jBbosi = 0;(ÆXi)�=0jBbosi = 0; (3)where F�� = ��A� � ��A� � B�� is the total �eldstrength.It is worthwhile to show that the Lorentz symmetryis broken along the worldvolume of the brane. Equa-tions (3) leads toJ��bosjBbosi == �Z0 d��(A�1F)� X���X�(A�1F)� X���X++ (A�1U)� X�X � (A�1U)� X�X�jBbosi; (4)where A�� = ��� + 4!��. We observe that for restor-ing the Lorentz invariane, all elements of the tahyon770



ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 146, âûï. 4 (10), 2014 Rotating moving D-branes with bakground �elds : : :matrix U�� and the total �eld strength F�� must van-ish. We demonstrated this for the bosoni part of theboundary state. This proedure an also be applied tothe total boundary state, whih inludes the bosoniand fermioni parts, to prove the breakdown of theLorentz invariane along the worldvolume of the brane.Introduing the losed-string mode expansionX�(�; �) = x� + 2�0p�� ++ ir�02 Xn6=0 1n ���ne�2in(���) + ~��ne�2in(�+�)�in Eq. (3) gives����� + 4!�� �F�� + i2mU�����m ++ ���� + 4!�� + F�� � i2mU���e���m��� jBbosi(os) = 0;h2�0(��� + 4!��)p� + U��x�i jBbosi(0) = 0;(�im � e�i�m)jBbosi(os) = 0;(xi � yi)jBbosi(0) = 0; (5)
where the set fyiji = p+1; : : : ; 9g indiates the positionof the brane. Besides, for the boundary statejBbosi = jBbosi(0) 
 jBbosi(os);the omponents jBbosi(0) and jBbosi(os) respetivelyrepresent boundary states for the zero modes and os-illating modes.The solution of the osillating part, whih an befound by the oherent state method, is given byjBbosi(os) = 1Yn=1 [detQ(n)℄�1 �� exp"� 1Xm=1 1m���mS(m)�� e���m# j0i� 
 j0ie�; (6)where the matries are de�ned asQ(m)�� = ��� + 4!�� �F�� + i2mU��;S(m)�� = �12 ��(m) + ��T(�m)��1��� ; �Æij�;�(m)�� = (Q�1(m)N(m))�� ;N(m)�� = ��� + 4!�� + F�� � i2mU��: (7)Beause the mode-dependent matrix �(m) is not or-thogonal in general, the matrix ��T(�m)��1 also ap-pears in the de�nition of S(m)�� . In Eq. (6), the

normalization fatorQ1n=1 [detQ(n)℄�1 an be deduedfrom the disk partition funtion.The boundary state for the zero modes is given byjBbosi(0) = 1Z�1 exp8<:i�0 24 pX�=0 �U�1A���(p�)2 ++ pX�;�=0;� 6=� �U�1A+ATU�1���p�p�359=;�� Y� jp�idp�!
Yi Æ(xi � yi)jpi = 0i: (8)The integration over the momenta indiates that thee�ets of all values of the momentum omponents havebeen taken into aount. As we see, unlike the osillat-ing part, the total �eld strength does not enter Eq. (8).We note that for alulating the interation ampli-tude, the ontribution of the onformal ghosts b, , ~band ~ in the bosoni boundary state must also be takeninto aount.2.2. Fermioni part of the boundary stateThe supersymmetri version of ation (1) is invari-ant under the global worldsheet supersymmetryÆX� = �� �;Æ � = �i�a�aX��; a 2 f�; �g;where � is an in�nitesimal onstant antiommutingspinor. Beause we need the expliit forms of the om-ponents of the worldsheet fermions � =   �� �+ ! ;we write them here: �� = Xn2Z d�ne�2in(���); (R); �� = Xr2Z+1=2 b�r e�2ir(���); (NS); �+ = Xn2Z ~d�ne�2in(�+�); (R); �+ = Xr2Z+1=2~b�r e�2ir(�+�); (NS);where the integer and half-integer modes respetivelyrepresent the Ramond (R) and Neveu�Shwarz (NS)solutions.771 7*



F. Safarzadeh-Maleki, D. Kamani ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 146, âûï. 4 (10), 2014Now we an apply supersymmetry transformationsto bosoni boundary-state equations (3) and transformthem into their fermioni partners. We an use thereplaements�+X� (�; �) ! �i� �+ (�; �) ;��X� (�; �) !  �� (�; �) ; (9)where � = �1 has been introdued for the GSO(Gliozzi�Sherk�Olive) projetion of the boundary-state. As it was seen in the bosoni boundary-stateequations, due to the presene of the tahyon �eld, areplaement for X� in terms of the fermioni ompo-nents is also needed. To obtain that, by using the re-plaements (9) and �� = (�� � ��)=2 and integration,we reeiveX� (�; �) !!Xk 12k�i �k e�2ik(���) + � e �k e�2ik(�+�)�: (10)Now, by introduing replaements (9) and (10) inEqs. (3), for the losed string boundary at � = 0, weobtain����� + 4!�� �F�� + i2kU��� �k �� i����� + 4!�� + F�� � i2kU��� e ��k��� jB(os)ferm; �i = 0;( ik + i� e i�k)jB(os)ferm; �i = 0; (11)
for the osillating parts of the R�R and NS�NS setors,and [(��� + 4!�� �F��) �0 �� i�(��� + 4!�� + F��) e �0 ℄jB; �i(0)R = 0;( i0 + i� e i0)jB; �i(0)R = 0; (12)for the zero-mode part of the R�R setor. As we see,the tahyon is omitted from the zero-mode boundarystate in this setor. The importane of this part is tobe revealed in the R�R setor of the boundary state.Equations (11) and (12) an be rewritten as( �k � i� S�(k) � e ��k)jB(os)ferm; �i = 0 (13)for the osillating parts of both setors, and(d�0 � i� �S� � ed�0)jB; �i(0)R = 0 (14)for the zero-mode part of the R�R setor. The matrix�S� � is de�ned as

�S�� = ( ���� ; �Æij);���� = ( �Q�1 �N)�� ;�Q�� = ��� + 4!�� �F��;�N�� = ��� + 4!�� + F��: (15)We note that in the fermioni parts, we should alsoonsider the boundary states assoiated with the super-onformal ghosts, whih are needed in alulating theinteration amplitude.2.2.1. The Neveu�Shwarz setorSimilarly to the bosoni ase, with the help ofthe oherent state method, the osillating part of thefermioni boundary state inluding both setors an bealulated. Thus, Eq. (13) implies that the NS�NS-setor boundary state has the formjBferm; �iNS = 1Yr=1=2[detQ(r)℄�� exp �i� 1Xr=1=2(b��rS(r)��eb��r)�j0iNS : (16)When the path integral is omputed, the determinant isreversed ompared to the bosoni ase in Eq. (6). Thisis due to the Grassmannian property of the fermionivariables [2℄.2.2.2. The Ramond�Ramond setorSolving Eqs. (13) and (14) in the R�R setor yieldsthe boundary statejBferm; �iR = 1Yn=1[detQ(n)℄�� exp"i� 1Xm=1 (d��mS(m)�� ed��m)# jB; �i(0)R : (17)The expliit form of the zero-mode state in both type-IIA and type-IIB theories isjB; �i(0)R == �C�0�1 : : :�p�1 + i��111 + i� �
�AB jAi 
 j eBi; (18)where A and B are the 32-dimensional indies forspinors and �-matries in the 10-dimensional spae-time, jAi 
 j eBi is the vauum of the zero modes d�0and ed�0 , C is the harge-onjugation matrix, and772



ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 146, âûï. 4 (10), 2014 Rotating moving D-branes with bakground �elds : : :
 = � exp�12�������� �;��� = �( ��� 1)( �� + 1)�1��� : (19)The notation �� : : : �� implies that one should expandthe exponential and then antisymmetrize the indiesof the �-matries. Therefore, beause all terms in theexpansion with repeated Lorentz indies are dropped,there are a �nite number of terms for eah value of p.As an example, for the D3-brane, the matrix 
 takesthe form
 = 1 + 12 3X�;�=0������� ++ (�01�23 � �02�13 +�03�12)�0�1�2�3:In fat, this onvention implies that the matrix ��should be orthogonal, whih gives the restrition thatthe matries ! and F should antiommute with eahother. For the D1-brane, there is an eletri �eld alongthe brane. Hene, aording to this restrition, the onlyelement of the matrix !, i. e., the speed of the branealong itself, vanishes. This is an expeted result, be-ause of the diretion of the eletri �eld, motion of theD-string along itself is not sensible. Other branes anbe involved in both rotation and motion.3. INTERACTION OF THE BRANESUnbroken supersymmetry ensures that the Casimirenergy of open superstrings is zero. Therefore, D-branes in supersymmetri on�gurations exert no netfore on eah other. A rotating/moving brane angenerially break all the supersymmetries and leads toorientation/veloity-dependent fores.In this setion, we alulate the interation of tworotating and moving parallel Dp-branes, equipped withbakground �elds, via a losed-string exhange. Forboth the NS�NS and R�R setors, the omplete bound-ary state an be written as the produtjB; �iNS;R = Tp2 jBbosi 
 jBghi 

 jBferm; �iNS;R 
 jBsgh; �iNS;R;where the overall normalization fator Tp is the Dp-brane tension. We note that the ghost and superghostboundary states are not a�eted by the rotation, mo-tion, and bakground �elds. The expliit expressionsfor jBghi and jBsghiNS;R an be found in the litera-ture, and hene we do not write them here.

For eliminating unwanted states, e. g., the losed-string tahyon, and at the same time making the num-ber of spaetime bosoni and fermioni physial exita-tions equal at eah mass level, as is needed for super-symmetry, one should use the GSO projetion. There-fore, the total boundary states that are used in alu-lating the interation aquire the formsjBiNS = 12 (jB;+iNS � jB;�iNS) ;jBiR = 12 (jB;+iR + jB;�iR) : (20)The interation amplitude of two D-branes an beobtained by either the open-string one-loop or thelosed-string tree-level diagram. The former is a quan-tum proess, while the latter is a lassial proess. Inthe losed-string piture, the interation between twoD-branes is viewed as an exhange of a losed stringbetween two boundary states, geometrially desribinga ylinder. From this standpoint, the interation isomputed with a tree-level diagram. In this proess, alosed string is reated by one D-brane; it propagatesin the transverse spae between the two D-branes, andthen the other D-brane absorbs it. Therefore, the inter-ation amplitude between two D-branes in eah setoris given by the overlap of the boundary statesANS�NS;R�R = NS;RhB1jDjB2iNS;R;where D is the losed-string propagator. In otherwords, we haveANS�NS;R�R = 2�0 1Z0 dt NS;RhB1j �� exp(�tHNS;R)jB2iNS;R:The total losed superstring Hamiltonian HNS;R isthe sum of the Hamiltonians of worldsheet bosons,fermions, onformal ghosts, and super-onformalghosts in eah setor. The omplete interationamplitude is given by the ombinationAtotal = ANS�NS +AR�R:Aording to this formula, boundary states are on-venient tools for summing over all fores between twoD-branes, whih are mediated by the NS�NS and R�Rstates of a losed superstring.3.1. The NS�NS setor interationFor maintaining the generality, we onsider the d-di-mensional spaetime instead of d = 10. Using the773



F. Safarzadeh-Maleki, D. Kamani ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 146, âûï. 4 (10), 2014GSO-projeted boundary states (20), we obtain the in-teration amplitude between two parallel Dp-branes inthe NS�NS setor asANS�NS = T 2pVp+1�08(2�)d�p�1 �� 1Ym=1 det[Qy(m�1=2)1Q(m�1=2)2℄det hQy(m)1Q(m)2i �� 1Z0 dt8<: 1qdet(Ry1R2) �r ��0t �d�p�1 �� exp � 14�0tXi �yi2 � yi1�2!�� 1q  1Yn=1"� 1� q2n1 + q2n�1�3+p�d �� det(1+Hy(n)1H(n)2 q2n�1)det(1�Hy(n)1H(n)2 q2n) #�� 1Yn=1"� 1� q2n1� q2n�1�3+p�d �� det(1�Hy(n)1H(n)2 q2n�1)det(1�Hy(n)1H(n)2 q2n) #!9=; ; (21)where the indies �1� and �2� refer to the �rst brane orjB1i and the seond brane or jB2i, Vp+1 is the ommonworldvolume of the two Dp-branes,q = e�2t; H(n)a = �(n)a + [��1(�n)a℄T2with a = 1; 2, and the symmetri matries R1 and R2ontain nonzero elements only along the worldvolumesof the branes:(Ra)�� = 2�0(�iMa � iU�1a Aa �� iATaU�1a + t1)�� ; a = 1; 2;Ma=0BB� �U�1a Aa�00 � � � 0... . . . ...0 � � � �U�1a Aa�pp 1CCA ;(Aa)�� = ��� + 4(!a)�� : (22)
In addition, we used the relationshp�jp�i = 2�Æ(p� � p�); (2�)p+1Æ(p+1)(0) = Vp+1:In this amplitude, the exponential is a damping fa-tor with respet to the distane of the branes. In thelast two produts, the determinant in the denominators

re�ets the portion of the boson osillators along thebrane worldvolumes, and the determinants in the nu-merators are due to fermion osillators, also along thebranes worldvolumes. The other fators in the produtsare ontributions of the boson and fermion osillatorsperpendiular to the brane worldvolume, and also ofthe onformal and superonformal ghosts. Expliitly,the power 3 + p � d = 2 � (d � p � 1) is deomposedas follows: 2 in the numerators for the ghosts, 2 inthe denominators for the superghosts, �(d � p� 1) inthe numerators for transverse osillators of the bosons,and �(d � p � 1) in the denominators for transverseosillators of the fermions. The remaining part of theintegrand of the amplitude is the overlap of the bound-ary states of bosoni zero modes, i. e. Eq. (8). Thispart is ompletely determined by the internal tahyon�elds, the motion and rotation of the branes.Contributions of all losed superstring states in theNS�NS setor that the two branes an emit are gath-ered in amplitude (21). One part of the strength of theinteration is given by the onstant overall fator of thisamplitude, i. e., two �rst lines in Eq. (21), whih pos-sesses ontributions from the �eld parameters, linearand angular veloities, and the brane tensions.3.2. The R�R setor interationApplying the total GSO-projeted boundary states(20), we obtain the following interation amplitude inthe R�R setor:AR�R = T 2pVp+1�08(2�)d�p�1 �� 1Z0 dt( � 1Yn=1"�1� q2n1 + q2n�3+p�d �� det(1+Hy(n)1H(n)2q2n)det(1�Hy(n)1H(n)2q2n) #+ �0!�� 1qdet(Ry1R2) �r ��0t �d�p�1 �� exp � 14�0tXi �yi2 � yi1�2!) ; (23)where � � 12(�1)p+1 Tr[
1 C�1 
T2 C℄;�0 � i(�1)p Tr[
1 C�1 
T2 C �11℄: (24)774



ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 146, âûï. 4 (10), 2014 Rotating moving D-branes with bakground �elds : : :In these relations, the matries 
1;2 are de�ned byEq. (19) via the matries !1;2 and F1;2 for the �rstand seond branes. We see that in the R�R-setorboundary state, and hene in the orresponding am-plitude, the normalizing determinant fators of bosonsand fermions anel eah other.We are now interested in the total amplitude, i. e.,the ombination of the amplitudes in the NS�NS andR�R setors. In the total amplitude of the desribedsystem, attration due to the exhange of NS�NSstates of a losed string is not ompensated by repul-sion of R�R states. Thus, we an onlude that oursetup does not satisfy the BPS (Bogomol'nyi�Prasad�Sommer�eld) no-fore ondition. This is beause thison�guration of two D-branes does not preserve enoughvalue of the spaetime supersymmetries of the type-IIAand type-IIB theories. In fat, in the absene of bak-ground �elds, motions, and rotations, the total ampli-tude vanishes beause this setup of the branes preserveshalf of the supersymmetry.A speial feature of non-BPS branes is the preseneof a tahyon �eld in their worldvolumes. In fat, it isnot evident how the spaetime supersymmetry is re-alized with the tahyons, and the existene of brokensupersymmetry in the presene of tahyons has neverbeen expliitly proved [21℄. However, setting the branesin relative motion (or rotating them) breaks all thesupersymmetries generially, and leads to veloity- ororientation-dependent fores [22℄.We observe that in the amplitudes of both setors,for a system of two D(d�3)-branes, the e�et of ghosts(superghosts) eliminates the ontribution of the trans-verse osillators of the bosons (fermions).

3.3. An exampleTo larify our system, we study a speial ase, i. e.,parallel D2-branes. We onsider the ath brane (a == 1; 2) with the linear veloity f(v��)aj�� = 1; 2g, theangular veloity (!12)a = !a, and the �elds (F0��)a == (E��)a, (F12)a = Ba, and (U��)a. Therefore, theinteration amplitude for the NS�NS setor is given byANS�NS = T 22 V3�08(2�)d�3 �� 1Ym=1 det[Qy(m�1=2)1Q(m�1=2)2℄det hQy(m)1Q(m)2i �� 1Z0 dt8<: 1qdet(Ry1R2) �r ��0t �d�3 �� exp � 14�0t d�1Xi=3 �yi2 � yi1�2!�� 1q  1Yn=1"� 1� q2n1 + q2n+1�5�d �� det(1+Hy(n)1H(n)2q2n�1)det(1�Hy(n)1H(n)2q2n) #�� 1Yn=1"� 1� q2n1� q2n�1�5�d �� det(1�Hy(n)1H(n)2q2n�1)det(1�Hy(n)1H(n)2q2n) #!9=; ; (25)where the matrix H(n)a is de�ned in terms of Q(�n)aand N(�n)a, as before, with
Q(n)a = 0BBBBBBB� �1 + iU002n 4v1 �E1 + iU012n 4v2 �E2 + iU022n�4v1 +E1 + iU102n 1 + iU112n 4! �B + iU122n�4v2 +E2 + iU202n �4! +B + iU212n 1 + iU222n

1CCCCCCCAa ; a = 1; 2;
N(n)a = 0BBBBBBB� �1� iU002n 4v1 +E1 � iU012n 4v2 +E2 � iU022n�4v1 �E1 � iU102n 1� iU112n 4! +B � iU122n�4v2 �E2 � iU202n �4! �B � iU212n 1� iU222n

1CCCCCCCAa ; a = 1; 2: (26)
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F. Safarzadeh-Maleki, D. Kamani ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 146, âûï. 4 (10), 2014The matrix elements of the symmetri matrix Ra aregiven by(Ra)00 = �2i�0[(U�1)00 � 4v1(U�1)01 �� 4v2(U�1)02 + it℄a;(Ra)01 = �2i�0[2(U�1)01 �� 4v1 �(U�1)00 + (U�1)11��� 4!(U�1)02 � 4v2(U�1)21 + it℄a;(Ra)02 = �2i�0 [2(U�1)02 �� 4v2 �(U�1)00 + (U�1)22�++ 4!(U�1)01 � 4v1(U�1)12 + it℄a;(Ra)11 = �2i�0[(U�1)11 � 4v1(U�1)10 �� 4!(U�1)12 + it℄a;(Ra)12 = �2i�0[2(U�1)12 ++ 4! �(U�1)11 � (U�1)22��� 4v2(U�1)10 � 4v1(U�1)02 + it℄a;(Ra)22 = �2i�0[(U�1)22 � 4v2(U�1)20 ++ 4!(U�1)21 + it℄a;
(27)

with a = 1, 2. Also, for the R�R-setor amplitudebeomesAR�R = T 22 V3�08(2�)d�3 �� 1Z0 dt8<: 1qdet(Ry1R2) �r ��0t �d�3 �� exp � 14�0t d�1Xi=3 �yi2 � yi1�2!�� � 1Yn=1"�1� q2n1 + q2n�5�d �� det(1+Hy(n)1H(n)2q2n)det(1�Hy(n)1H(n)2q2n)#+ �0!9=; ; (28)where � = 16 ��1 + �(1)01�(2)01 ++ �(1)02�(2)02 � �(1)12�(2)12� ;�0 = �14 i 2X�;�=0 2X�0;�0=0�(1)���(2)�0�0 �� Tr(������0��0�11): (29)We note that we have used the relation (��)T == �C��C�1. In fat, the D2-brane is the simplestbrane whose rotation and motion along its diretionsare sensible. We see that in this simple ase, the inter-ation amplitudes are already very ompliated.

4. INTERACTION BETWEEN DISTANTD-BRANESFor distant D-branes, only the losed-superstringmassless states make a onsiderable ontribution tothe interation. Tehnially, the ontribution of thesestates to the interation amplitude is obtained by tak-ing the limit of the osillators portions of Eqs. (21) and(23). This is beause for a massive state with a mass�m�, the interation vanishes as exp(�2��0m2t) (see,e. g., the Coleman�Weinberg formula in the open-stringhannel [23℄). Therefore, for a su�iently long time,whih is equivalent to a large distane of the branes,the ontribution of the massive states vanishes, whilethe ontribution of the massless ones beomes domi-nant. This proedure lari�es why we do not expandthe interation amplitude with respet to the lengthsale to separate the ontribution of the massless losedsuperstrings.LetP(n) 2 f�1; 1; �Hy(n)1H(n)2; Hy(n)1H(n)2gand qn 2 fq2n; �q2n; q2n�1;� q2n�1g:By applying the relation1Yn=1 det(1+ qnP(n)) == exp 1Xk=0" (�1)kk + 1 1Xn=1Tr(qnP(n))k+1# ; (30)in amplitudes (21) and (23) and sending q to zero,we an obtain the ontribution of the massless states.Therefore, in the 10-dimensional spaetime, we obtainthe amplitudesA(massless)NS�NS = T 2p Vp+1�04(2�)9�p �� 1Ym=1 det[Qy(m�1=2)1Q(m�1=2)2℄det hQy(m)1Q(m)2i �� 1Z dt8<:�r ��0t �9�p 7�p+Tr(Hy(1)1H(1)2)qdet(Ry1R2) �� exp � 14�0tXi �y2i � y1i �2!) (31)for the NS�NS setor and776



ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 146, âûï. 4 (10), 2014 Rotating moving D-branes with bakground �elds : : :A(massless)R�R = T 2pVp+1�08(2�)9�p (�+ �0)�� 1Z dt8<:�r ��0t �9�p 1qdet(Ry1R2) �� exp � 14�0tXi �y2i � y1i �2!) (32)for the R�R setor. We did not put the limit on theexponential fators and the two other time-dependentparts �p�=�0t�9�p and 1=qdet(Ry1R2) in Eqs. (31)and (32). The exponential parts indiate the loationsof the branes, while losed-string emission (absorption)does not depend on the positions of the branes. Theother two fators originate in the zero modes, but not inthe osillators that de�ne the losed string states. Theprovenane of the fator 1=qdet(Ry1R2) is the tahyon�elds, whih for large time weaken the interation am-plitudes. Preisely, beause the presene of the openstring tahyon makes the system unstable, the tahyonwill roll down toward its potential minimum after asu�iently long time, whih auses a derease in theamplitude. In the absene of the tahyoni �elds, thisslowing down fator disappears.We observe that for large-distane branes, the am-plitude of the NS�NS setor depends on the total �eldstrengths F1 and F2, while these �elds are absent in theR�R setor. In other words, the internal eletri andmagneti �elds of the branes suppress the exhange ofthe graviton, dilaton, and Kalb�Ramond states, but donot modify the R�R repulsion fore between the distantbranes.The total amplitudeA(massless) = A(massless)NS�NS +A(massless)R�R == 1(�0)3(p+1)=2 �T 2pVp+14(2�)9�p �� 2412(�+ �0) + �7� p+Tr(Hy(1)1H(1)2)� �� 1Ym=1 det�Qy(m�1=2)1Q(m�1=2)2�det�Qy(m)1Q(m)2� 35�� 1Z dt8<:�r�t �9�p 1qdet( �Ry1 �R2) �� exp�� L24�0t�) ; (33)

exhibits a long-range fore between the Dp-branes in-teration, where �Tp = Tpj�0=1, �R1;2 = R1;2j�0=1 andL2 =Pi �y2i � y1i �2 is the square distane between thebranes. We observe that �0 appears only in the prefa-tor and in the exponential part, while the other fatorsare independent of �0. However, for very large time,we have L2=4�0t� 1, and heneexp�� L24�0t� � 1� L24�0t :The NS�NS part indiates the exhange of the gravi-ton, dilaton and Kalb�Ramond �elds, in whih the dila-ton and the graviton give an attration fore, whilethe Kalb�Ramond �eld gives a repulsion one. In thesame way, the R�R part indiates the repulsive on-tribution of the (p + 1)-form potentials in the R�Rsetor. The net fore for the stati branes with zerobakground �elds vanishes, beause the branes are BPSstates. But when the branes have veloity, rotation,and bakground �elds, the total fore is nonzero, i. e.,the various ontributions are not balaned.5. CONCLUSIONSWe have onstruted a losed-superstring boundarystate orresponding to a rotating and moving Dp-braneinorporating on�gurations of eletri, magneti, andtahyoni bakground �elds. The bosoni boundarystate inludes an exponential fator that is absent inthe onventional boundary states, i. e., that one with-out a tahyon. This fator originates from the bosonizero modes, rotation motion, and tahyon terms in theboundary ation.It should be mentioned that in this artile, we on-sidered the rotation axis perpendiular to the branes.In addition, the branes move along their volumes. A-ording to the bakground �elds, we then have pre-ferred diretions in the branes, whih break the Lorentzinvariane. Therefore, these rotations and motions aremeaningful.Aording to the eigenvalues in the boundary-stateequations, we dedue the onstraint equationp� = � 12�0 [(� + 4!)�1U ℄� �x� :This implies that along the worldvolume of the brane,the momentum of an emitted (absorbed) losed stringdepends on its enter of mass position. The soure ofthis relation is entirely the tahyon �eld. Thus, in thepresene of the tahyon, a losed string feels an exotipotential a�eting its evolution.777
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